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DOMESTIC MATTERS: The Uncommon Apron
I chose to take excerpts from my exhibition invitation as the structure of this curator's essay, to
explain my layered interest in the given object and why it has been suggested for its possible creative
narrative. In 1995, I chanced upon an exhibition of two collections of commercially produced aprons
at a regional museum in NY state. That show imparted a souvenir shop-like experience, of repetitive
wearables, printed with catchy words and images of tasks and settings, tediously repeating places and
issues of domestic labor, the worker as the wearer and her identity and recognition.
This plethora of mass-produced objects echoed as a possible baseline…I asked myself what could/
would artists do with this functional article as subject matter. As I have observed many craftspeople
whose ongoing vocabularies consider domestic themes and references, I was captivated with
unrealized possibilities, certain they held a wealth of individual seductive challenges for some
measure- perhaps 50%- of the craft community. And seeing what has followed, supported by
juxtaposed interest, flights of fancy and imagination and the narratives by the chosen wish-list of
artists, we were right.
'Aprons as a visual mnemonic in 1950-1960's American popular culture highlighting TV sitcoms may
have conjured romanticized images of apple pie and June Cleaver moms. This ubiquitous wearable can
have the potential to become a 'charged icon'- a social/political object, of individually focused
reference, provocation and unlimited imagination. It may become the beginning of a new, personal
narrative.'
'DOMESTIC MATTERS: The Uncommon Apron, a proposal for a group invitational exhibition, is
intended to supercede the familiar and inspire the unanticipated in one-of-a-kind works in craft
media which comment and challenge changing social roles and mores, topics about work, familial life
and identity, while also potentially suggesting historic references to functionality, occupation,
community and altered household roles. I am seeking exceptional, memorable objects and sculptural
forms which make visual and tactile reference to domesticity and labor, gender and hospitality,

function and fashion. And others, with subtexts about protection and ceremony, the class system and
nostalgia, body adornment, handwork and souvenirs. I anticipate this new iconic form as potent,
thoughtful, contemporary, yet familiar and unexpected, in its open ended possibilities.’
'This is not intended to be a wearable show, but that could also be present within the unlimited, selfdefined forms and unrestricted scale of the scenario. I will invite artists/craftswomen whose chosen
forms, media and vocabularies include recurrent domestic themes and focused personal narratives
which could offer significant clues into new work. I seek a diversity of intentions and media- clay, fibers,
glass, jewelry and metals, mixed media, wood and recycled palettes- to offer a breadth of two and three
dimensional forms, scale and design of their new objects.'
'They will alter, anneal, anodize, assemble, bead, build, carve, cast, collect, combine, construct, craft,
design, enamel, fashion, fold, forge, form, fuse, gilt, glaze, inlay, knit, mold, oxidize, pot, print, raise, sculpt,
set, snip, solder, stitch, throw, weave. They work, invent, narrate and dream, too.
Participating artists will be asked to provide a paragraph of context- backstory to engage viewers with
ideas and experiences. I believe that these artists whose personal studio inclinations often offer
commentary on the familial and domestic world, will devise and invent meaningful, new articlesexpectedly wise and witty, sentimental or strident, positive or critical - to observe, mark, comment and
celebrate domestic life, afford entry to the past, to the new as well as to the status quo. I eagerly
welcome all means and measures.'
I seek/sought the charisma of repurposed objects and new references as vehicles to this potentially
arresting social topic. My interest is/was consumed by cultural relevance and conversational fodder, the
seeking of an iconic interpretation of a possibly political object, appropriate to engender commentary,
particularly when the exhibition is in situ, as a juxtaposed group statement, all the while referencing and
celebrating individuality, fine craft and the maker's hand.
Post Script: In my viewing, the invitees each make inventive mention of domestic context or diary-like
specifics by their own stories and recognizable craft vocabularies. Most have not previously used the
apron as such a visual mnemonic. Therefore the arena of visual specifics broadened as these inspired
works were planned and the narratives came to be. The audience familiar with these makers' visual
vocabularies will appreciate the additions of other domestic forms- utilitarian vessels, objects of
protection and tools, quirky wearables, iconic sculptural figures, recognizable or abstracted forms, along
with the singular aprons- wearable or not- rife with personal reminiscences in diverse media and design.
The spirit intended by the reference to the title, DOMESTIC MATTERS: The Uncommon Apron , serves
to introduce the context- the implicit wearer and the myriad of domestic tasks, the suggested settings
and the essence of each particular story. Thank you to each maker for her marvelous unique apron, her
generous personal statement and all that led to this—our shared, domestic experience.
Gail M. Brown, Curator

Harriete Estel Berman
All my artwork builds on a
foundation of reusing materials
from the waste stream of our
society. The printed images
from retail packaging reveal
the values of our consumer
society – such as the images
of women that are used to
sell every kind of product
in the marketplace. Pure,
delicious, refreshing –
evocative words to describe
both food and women.
Images of women on
consumer packaging sell
and reinforce a conventional
stereotype that is hard to
escape.Very often the
ladies are serving food or
Reality Studded with Thorns Hides the Front Door from the Street,
making food, a "mistress of
recycled tin cans, vintage steel dollhouses, 18" x 20" x 5"
the home" fulfilling her traditional
domestic duties. This is a reality studded with thorns. The limitations of these roles can lead to
disappointment, constraining the full potential of women’s intellectual or leadership opportunities.
At the same time, we have devalued the domestic role. Raising children in the home, cooking and
cleaning have been the honored domestic duties of women for eons, but in our modern society, these
roles are diminished and poorly paid.
The construction of this artwork also represents a metaphor of the domestic arts. The center
emerges from the 3-dimensional fan quilt pattern. The quilt patterns in the construction allude to
sewing, a domestic art form and creative outlet for women in the home. Food preparation, interior
design/decorating, fashion design, sewing, quilting, with their roots in the domestic arts have all been
devalued.
The faceted fan (a symbol of femininity) projects outward from the red front door (as if escaping) but
is immediately surrounded by a tour-de-force of metal constructs followed by four more frames of
roses. Roses are presented as an idealized standard of beauty, but at the same time they have thorns,
not unlike the idealized portrayal of woman.
The frames provide structured perspectives and serve as metaphor of the boundaries expected by
society. What happens when we try break beyond the narrow limits and idealism of domestic bliss?

Jen Blazina

The work in this exhibition originally was conceived about my memories of childhood and a reflection
on how domesticity has changed in our contemporary society. As a child, I had fond memories of sifting
through my grandmothers button box and watching her in the kitchen wearing a pressed apron while
she was cooking the family meals.
Centering around the idea of critiquing the past roles of woman in the home. Multiple aprons, spools, and
irons, refer to these memories as well as the prototypical idea of "women's work."
What She Wore, bronze, glass, various dimensions

Elizabeth Brim

Rise and Shine
forged and fabricated steel,
stainless steel mesh
32" x 19" x 9"

An apron was the first sculpture referencing fabric that I made of metal using blacksmithing
techniques. I have returned to the image of a frilly apron frequently during my career which is
now in its third decade. . Although the apron image is always similar, my use of different and
innovative metalworking techniques keeps the sculptures unique and fresh and also keeps me
interested in the concept. An apron carries connotations of female domestic life. Frilly ones
seem more frivolous rather than functional, more like an accessory than a tool. I enjoy
contrasting the reality of hard inflexible steel to soft flowing fabric and upsetting the idea that
blacksmithing work is a male occupation. In my work I celebrate the women of my generation
but also poke a little fun at the southern woman I was supposed to become.

Jessica Calderwood

Drapery, within an art historical context,
refers to classical academic paintings. To
render this material was a sign of technical
mastery. It was a key device to conceal and
reveal the body. Within the context of the
domestic space, drapery can refer to comfort,
rest, solace. The apron, however, is meant to
protect and is also a symbol of labor within
the household. For this work, I took the apron
symbol and turned it on her head, obscuring
the identity of the wearer.
I use traditional craft media, both for their
creative properties, as well as their historical
references to marginal craft forms that have
dominated by women. Enamel, vitreous china,
and polymer clay are all conscious choices
that are meant to complexity to the work.
Throughout this exploration, I have been
working both in large-scale sculptures and
drawings and small-scale wearable objects as a
way to continually develop my ideas. Working
on smaller objects has been a way to flesh out
ideas quickly. I enjoy the dialogue that exists
between large and small.

Edge
copper, enamel, porcelain,
steel, polymer
14" x 4" x 4"

Pattie Chalmers

I am keenly interested in a thing's capacity to contain a memory. In exploring the nature of objectness
and the aura of association I created Semiotics of My Mother's Kitchen, Ode to Martha Rosler. I
rendered the objects named in Martha Rosler's 1975 feminist video, Semiotics of the Kitchen, as they
would be found in my mother's kitchen and so this cluster of miniaturized domestic objects becomes
a portrait of my mother, a reflection of my past, and a love note to Rosler.

Semiotics of My Mother's Kitchen, Ode to Martha Rosler
clay, plastic, aluminum tube, wire, leather cord, elastic cord, epoxy, wood dowel
various dimensions

Rebecca Chappell

Pineapple for the Mantle, terra cotta, glaze, gold luster, candles, pineapple, 13" x 23" x 9"

I have always been fascinated by the Victorian period. Within such an absurdly restricted society,
horrendous especially for women, objects and the role they played in everyday life exploded into a
complex visual language. Every object told a precise story, complex rules of etiquette needed to be
learned and followed. The dinner table became an interactive theater. Extravagance ruled with an
undertone of restricted silence in a way that I find wonderfully absurd, wondrous, and comical.
For Domestic Matters, I chose to work with the idea of a grand mantel piece that would hold a
pineapple illuminated by candles. The pineapple, a symbol of wealth and welcome during Victorian
times, is displayed high above a ceramic swag of fruit and flowers. The pierced terra cotta holds a
candle and becomes a lantern providing a warm glow to the piece.

Kate Clements

Blue Hydrangea, kiln fired glass, nails, pedestal base 84" x 45" x 0.25"

The pattern of Blue Hydrangea, with its wispy delicacy and pale blue and green details, was inspired
by vintage wallpaper found in many of the households of my youth. Symbolic of frigidity and regret,
the arresting beauty of the blue hydrangea is tinged with sadness. The vulnerability of these emotions
is expressed with the fragility of the glass. The archway carves out space that becomes a doorway of
possibility, a portal that floats between past, present, and future; ornament beyond nature, transparent
and ephemeral.

Cynthia Consentino
My grandmother always lived
with us and wore an apron
almost every day. She reveled
and ruled in her role as home
maker, doing a fair amount of
the cleaning, cooking and
childcare for the family. She told
a lot of stories and cautionary
tales that greatly impacted how
we saw the world. Throughout
her 91 years of life, she
maintained most of the values
and believes that she had
acquired growing up in Sicily in
the first two decades of the
1900's. These values caused
some conflict in our threegenerational home, particularly
with my siblings and I who
came of age in the 60's and 70's,
but also with my mother who
wished for something more
than being a housewife.
This apron is an homage to my
grandmother, her many skills
and deeds, her steadfast
commitment to family and
home, to her strength, to her
self-knowing and embracing of
her place in the world.

Grandma's Apron
cone 6 stoneware, underglaze, glaze
15" x 10.75" x 9"

Jennifer Ling Datchuk

Girl You Can, porcelain, blue synthetic hair, 96" x 36" x 2"

I recently heard the phrase "staying with trouble". It made me think about the strength and fortitude
of women. How we are unafraid of navigating and living with complexity and friction and aren't trying
to make things simple, nice, and perfect.
Women's voices are often kept in domestic realm and out of public spaces. The fake blue hair
porcelain beaded curtain serves as the barrier and threshold that women have to navigate in their
daily experiences, the crossing over from girlhood to womanhood, entering all male spaces, and as a
person of color entering all white spaces.
The porcelain beads are from Jingdezhen, China and made in collaboration with a small bead factory.
Many hands have touched these beads and they are adorned with affirmations and statements of
support that I collected from my travels, my surrounding community in San Antonio, and from many
calls on Instagram that came from all over the world. I really love the regionally and culturally specific
statements like this one from Finland that says "one potatoe at a time". When San Antonio answered
my calls for help with the beads, I would sit with daughters, mothers, and grandmothers, we would
write on beads together, and talk for hours. Some of my favorite working conversations were with
young children and I'm so happy I got to explain and share my work to audiences outside the typical
art ones.

Liz Alpert Fay

#MeToo, wool, linen, cotton, buttons, dry cleaning tags, garters, 29" x 47"

I am interested in language and how we communicate as a society. The way we speak has dramatically
changed in recent years, and social media has given voice to many who in the past were silent.
As I created this piece, I was thinking about the power one individual may have over another, and how
it may be expressed through verbal as well as sexual abuse.
Aprons function as a type of protection. They keep garments clean, and shield the body from physical
harm. With this is mind, I designed this apron to physically resemble a shield, and chose to embellish it
with elements that have symbolic meaning, from the choice of imagery to the materials that were
used.
The words "MeToo" are displayed in various fonts to symbolize many voices. The words are hooked
using clothing recycled from both men and women. There are pink wool skirts from women I do not
know. Irish linen brought to this country by a young woman who intended to make her wedding
dress, but sadly never married. There is a custom-made man's white dress shirt worn by a partner in a
prominent investment firm on Wall Street. (Dry cleaning tags and buttons from this shirt are also
included.) And lastly, I have also included clothing from both my parents, who have always encouraged
me to make art, and to also use my voice.

Susan Taylor Glasglow
My mental preparation for The Uncommon
Apron has resulted in a plethora of ideas. My
work traditionally explores the dichotomy of
women in the household, so the subject and
object of an apron falls firmly within that
conceptual style. Rather than the physical
object, however, I wanted to examine the
domestic expectation of the apron. My first
thought was Hens and chicks, and was fully
into those explorational drawings when I
came across a photograph of a mid-century
housewife going through "Smile Therapy".
I was fascinated by the concept and appalled
by the social connotation. It's unclear if this
photo or institutional therapy was an actual
thing, but the sociological message is dead-on.
Women should smile and be happy to make
others feel more comfortable. This image
reminded me of the many times men (and my
mother, in an attempt to make me more
desirable to men) had told me "that I'd be
prettier if I smiled more".
The past months have been spent shaping the
important qualities of the original inspiration
into an artwork that expresses the complex
undercurrents within it. I'm primarily a
glass artist, but felt this work would be
visually stronger utilizing a combination
of stoneware, glass, fabric, and ribbon.
The technique of sewing the glass
embraces feminine domestic skills
in seductive but unforgiving materials,
offering conflicting messages of
happiness and unfulfillment.

Smile Therapy
ceramic, glass
19" x 14" x 7.5"

Jill Baker Gower

Looking Mirror, brass, convex acrylic mirror, silicone rubber, 15" x 11" x 5"

I create jewelry and sculpture informed by my female experience and how advertisements, popular
culture, beauty products, and fashion trends portray what women need or want. For Domestic
Matters: The Uncommon Apron I chose the dressing table vanity mirror as a source of inspiration. As
a little girl I was interested in and enamored with my grandmother's dressing table, the objects that
rested on it, and her vanity mirror. The romanticized act of putting on makeup and brushing one's hair
is still a curiosity of mine. I often use mirrors in my work to question our obsession with vanity and
appearance. Looking Mirror seems to look at the viewer with its large eye like convex curvature and
distorts the viewer's image while the caucasian flesh colored patterned rubber encroaches.
I aim for my work to be both beautiful and playful and at times even absurd or humorous; it addresses
my own repulsion, frustration, and at the same time attraction to gender-based expectations.

Rachel Grobstein

Little Miss Sunshine, gouache, paper, balsa wood, 3" x 5.5" x 2.5"

I create miniature sculptures and paintings based on objects from everyday life. My work ranges from
constellations of paintings that evoke arrangements of natural specimens to sculptures that engage
with the history of still life, cataloging a daily world where domestic routine meets consumer culture
and personal history. These pieces invite close scrutiny through a radical scale shift. The handmade
details unfold slowly, in conversation with the amount of time it has taken to create the work.
This piece is from my first series of miniature sculptures, cataloging boxes, containers, and piles. I'm
interested in the stories objects tell about us. With Little Miss Sunshine, each mark and scratch is a
clue to the object’s history.

Susan Hagen
For this exhibition, I created portraits of two women at the Philadelphia Women's March who
addressed domesticity and gender roles in protest messages right on their own bodies. My goal was
to draw attention to these issues, and I was also interested in examining my own experience and
ambiguity about the socio-political dimensions of domestic life. In my sculpture, A Woman's Place, my
subject proudly displays a tee shirt with the words: "A Woman's Place is in the House and the
Senate." Women have made inroads into a few male-dominated fields, but still lag behind in the House
and the Senate, and in other positions of power. My second sculpture shows a smiling young woman
with the strongly worded message, F the Patriarchy, decoratively scripted as a small and tasteful
message on her cap. She seems to be saying – in a friendly way – isn't it about time to ditch the
patriarchic system? Domestic life and gender roles can be a meaningful part of life, but if they are
mandated by our patriarchal society they reinforce a system built on restriction and control.

A Woman's Place
carved linden, oils, colored pencil, wood
16" x 12" x 10"

F the Patriarchy
carved linden, oils, colored pencil, wood
8.5" x 12" x 10"

Karen Hampton

she stands; wash, rinse
the house maid's apron
repurposed reconstructed cotton, plant dye, indigo, pigment
38" x 16"

This piece is an homage to the lives of the black and brown migrant domestic workers who quietly
endured multiple levels of sexism, racism and classism at work and then after a long day were
subjected to further abuse in their homes. I SEE YOU.

Reineke Hollander

Mama's Hair Shirt (inside out), painted canvas, french linen and other textiles, objects , 49" x 40.5" x 4"

When I grew up in the Netherlands in the late fifties and early sixties, my father used to buy my
mother a monthly treat The Ladies’ Home Journal. My earliest impressions of the United States
came from this magazine. I remember in particular a slogan they had "Never Underestimate the
Power of a Woman", that appeared in its pages written in script on fabric that was made into a
skirt and an apron.
This was not an apron to be worn by my mother. Before World War II she was one of the first
women who got a law degree at the University of Utrecht, but after she married my father she
joined a milieu that frowned upon salaried work for wives.
This was a source of great frustration for my mother who was not made to be a housewife. A
frustration that unfortunately was all too visible for her children.

Mama's Hair Shirt (inside out) is part of my ongoing series of 'Robes' in which I create
'garments' for more or less imaginary people.

Wendy Huhn

When Yes means NO and NO means YES, cradled board, paint, vintage paper dolls, each 10" x 10"

While working on this series I read and thought about sexual abuse and what's happening in the
world today.
The characters are responding to the YES/NO NO/YES question.

Lissa Hunter
Domestic: Relating to the running
of a home or to family relations.
Also, an animal kept in a home or
farm or a servant for the home.
It seems that the word, domestic,
refers to work more than to play,
occupation rather than liberty, an
internal, closed existence as
opposed to an outgoing, free
motion. Frankly, it doesn't seem
all that attractive.
But there is something
comforting in the romantic idea
of domestic life, something
supportive, consistent and
repeatable…perhaps tea in the
afternoon, a singular moment in
the day that has its own ritual
and objects.

A Comfort of Teapots
charcoal and pigment on gesso board
18.75" x 18.75"
A Proper Cup
charcoal and pigment on gesso board
6.5" x 6.5"

Nicole Jacquard
All materials
communicate in
essence by what they
are composed of. The
use of the galvanized
steel in this series is
intended to draw
attention to the
industrial use of the
steel associated with
construction. The
galvanized steel sheet is
pierced with flower
patterns to create a
shell for the body and
then embellished with
enamel and fine silver
accents which render
them unable to be used.
The rolling pin is the
first piece in the series
Domestic Bliss and an
attempt to show the
blending of roles that
were once assigned to
specific genders, and
how objects can blend
these once separate
boundaries of the
breadwinner and
domestic worker.

Foreignly Domestic, galvanized steel, fine silver, silver, copper, enamel, 23.5" x 4" x 4.5"

Kate Kretz

Emotional Labor Apron, thread, vintage apron, cotton, 30" x 59"

The first time a woman hears the definition of "emotional labor", she experiences a strange emotional
mix of relief, surprise, and elation. Someone, somewhere, has named this slippery concept that leaves
women exhausted around the globe.
Emotional labor is the unrecognized work that makes a household run efficiently. It is all the things
that are too small to count as chores to be divvied up between you and your partner, but they
cumulatively add up to many hours each week. It's all the minutiae that would be left undone if you
did not automatically do them: Tidying, planning, coordinating, noticing when things need to be
replaced, ordering them, remembering and planning events, providing emotional glue for members of
the household, anticipating when things will need to happen, picking up that piece of paper that
everyone has been stepping over for two days.
While measurable "chores" can often be done in one's own time, a lot of women's work is timeresponsive to children, pets, etc, and requires working on other people's schedules. Many household
chores can be done almost mindlessly, items checked off the list. Being the manager of the household
(like managing any other enterprise) is a great deal more taxing, requires a lot more gigabytes of brain
space, and deserves our attention and discussion.
I generally make work telling truths about things that people don't want to talk about. Emotional
Labor Apron details one random day in my life, one that many women will relate to: although the
details may vary from woman to woman, the sheer volume remains the same… until we talk about it.

Tracy Krumm
Portrait (Aproned) started with the idea of protection, as
armor for a domestic warrior. Metal, strong, yet gossamer.
I am not an apron wearer, so how do I accomplish this task?
I make a list and simply begin with what I know.
Exaggerated, impractical.
Referencing duality and labor, metaphor, time, and memory.
Stainless on one layer, bronze and oxidized on the other.
Belted in forged steel, trimmed with stiffened lace.
Shrouded, veiled, cloaked and concealed, but not completely.
Beautiful uncomfortable draped abundance.
Entrapment, entanglement.
Seriously frivolous.
Yes.

Portrait: Aproned
bronze wire, stainless steel 3-ply thread, patina, pigment, resin,
found steel object
68" x 21" x 6"

Margaux Lange
"To be a mother is to know that you can't know everything will be okay, and still operate as if you
could. The alternative is to have your entire body — heart, mind and soul — be held hostage by fear."
- Courtney Martin, Author.
When I thought about what aprons symbolized to me, I thought about motherhood, protection, care
taking, generations of women in service to family. For this exhibition I wanted to create a personal
portrait enveloping this theme.
When I was pregnant with my daughter, I imagined reaching for my own metaphoric apron, gently
wrapping its strings around my waist, tying my life into a neat and tidy bow at my center, proudly
claiming this new title I had been longing for: Mother.
However, my apron was not meant to tie so neatly. Instead, I was
forced to confront all my naive assumptions about motherhood
soon after the birth of my special needs daughter, as we were
immediately thrust into the world of complex surgical
procedures and prolonged hospital stays. A wavy scar line
running ear to ear across her scalp remains, a potent reminder.

Mother, explores my complicated, personal reckoning. The
tenderness, depth and connection; but also the fragility,
darkness and grief. It aims to convey the vulnerability
and ambivalence I've felt throughout motherhood,
to poke the wounds of my truth yet also to honor
this journey.
I chose to make this piece wearable because this is the
realm in which I work; using my signature vocabulary
of salvaged Barbie dolls parts, sterling silver and
pigmented resins. Barbie dolls fueled my creative life
as a child. Manipulated to fit infinite narratives of
my choice, I immersed myself in their world where
all my fears, embarrassments and explorations of
human interactions could play out like characters
on a stage. An invaluable tool for the expansion
of my imagination as a child, ironically Barbie
continues to be such for me as an adult.
Just as aprons serve to protect our clothing, perhaps
in a sense they also serve to protect our delusions;
the stories we tell ourselves about what neat and
tidy narratives we'll live. My particular apron may be
uncommon, but motherhood itself is not, and in that
commonality there lies beauty and connection.

Mother
sterling
silver,
salvaged
plastic doll
parts,
pigmented
resins,
stainless
steel
2.25" x 4"

Lee Malerich

Kitchen Apron, wood and fasteners, 21" x 19" x 9"

Chairs interact with bodies. Aprons protect those bodies, offer services to those bodies, identify them
and embellish them. Chairs have aprons too.
My work presents chairs as women. When composing, more often than not, I start with a piece of the
apron of a chair. The apron encircles and supports the seat, which is the whole point of the chair but
it is not universally necessary. The apron of the chair is essential for some styles of chairs, and not
used in other styles. So the apron is optional.
Today, it seems the apron is optional for women to wear. Not a surprise, considering how much time
women spend on housekeeping activities. Not a surprise considering the dressed-down nature of our
twenty-first century culture, and not a surprise as women opt to work outside the home. Aprons are
things of our grandmothers' lifestyle.
My chairs are mash-ups made of many different chairs. They are Uneasy Chairs, and ones in which a
woman cannot sit. Whatever the prime directive of a woman's life, it is likely that in some facets of
that work, it will be difficult to draw a chair up to The Table, or that if there is a chair at the table, she
will find it unable to accommodate her.
My chairs are a visual symbol of these ideas.

Donna Rhae Marder
About thirty years ago, I made a
series of four aprons: 'Gramma',
'Mother', 'Big Sister' and 'Little Sister'.
The forms of these pieces were based
on aprons I remembered. Now, asked
to revisit the idea, I chose to
meticulously copy a 1950's sewing
pattern rather than rely on my
fantasies. I made the apron from a
textile created by piecing together my
parent's old copies of Gourmet
magazine, tulle and saved papers. The
result is a more historically accurate,
but no less poetic, revisiting of my
childhood.

50's Apron
50's gourmet magazines, papers,
tulle and thread
women's size 10

Kristen Martincic
I use garments as a
surrogate for the body. I am
drawn to aprons both as an
aesthetic object and a
functional garment that
reflects on domesticity,
motherhood, and gender
roles. My piece, padded
apron, evokes the
protective gear of a
baseball catcher vest, life
jacket, or a winter puffer
coat; while the warm
palette suggest the quiet
transition of a sunset. My
apron talks about
protection & exposure,
about function without
being functional. It is a body
armor that extends beyond
the kitchen to guard from
the physical, environmental
& emotional.

padded apron
oil based ink on inshu mitsumata,
thread, fiberfil
40" x 18" x 1"

Carol Milne

Cocktail, glass, LED lights and controller, zip ties, interfacing, ribbon, 20" x 15" x 2"
Cocktail is a party apron. It lights up. It shows off. It's not useful, or practical. And instead of
protecting your clothing, you need to protect it from harm.
Like a cocktail, it intoxicates. The apron mesmerizes as it dances before your eyes. It pays homage to
the idea of work, while not being something you can safely wear while doing physical work. It’s apron
as fashion accessory; apron as conversation piece.
Aprons used to be for people who worked for a living, people who got their hands dirty and needed
to protect their clothes. Even traditional cocktail aprons were designed to keep your clothes clean.
But times change. Today, most work is digital, not dirty. This apron is fancy dress over your fancy
dress: A sign that you’ve risen above manual labor into the world of the mind.

Sana Musasama
My mother was a domestic and
made her own aprons instead of
the uniform her employees
preferred. I was not so proud of
this work although she called it an
honest living. My mother was not
only my mother she was my best
friend. I have been recently
thinking of my mother, like many
of my artist friends are at this
time in our lives as we approach
our seniors years. One of my
close, close friends, Erica, shared
an expression her grandmother
used when she was a little girl
and it reminded me of the exact
expression my Mom use to say:
"I'm in your Pocket". She used this
expression whenever we were
doing something new and leaving
her for an adventure. It made me
feel extra loved that my Mom was
in my pocket.

I'm In Your Pocket Erica
mixed-media
23" x 27" x 0.5"

Lindsay Oberymeyer
Empty nesting elicits a range of
emotions including pride, happiness,
loneliness and a sense of being stuck
in a holding pattern. Children grow up,
mature, and move on while Mom
continues to live in the same place
doing the same thing she's always
done. But no matter our baby's age,
our baby is still our baby. Moms are
expected to step forward whenever
called upon, yet blend into the
background the rest of the time. It is
an unfair societal expectation that
keeps the apron strings firmly chained
in place. Apron strings that hold the
mother and child equally tied together.
I chose to explore this mixture of
emotions through knitting. When a
baby is expected, family and friends get
out their needles to create a plethora
of items, each an expression of love
and hope for the future. These same
items are in turn passed down among
the generations as treasured
expressions of love.

Empty Nesting
wool and acrylic yarn, wood hanger, dodge balls
58" x 17" x 7"

Mary Hallam Pearse

Leaded, lead, silk, 36" x 36" x 1"

In Leaded I seek to comment on societal expectations of
women and the assault on women's bodies today.
For Leaded I began with a vintage apron sewing
pattern. It's constructed out of lead and hand stitched
together with silk thread. I chose to use lead because
it's a
material loaded with historical and political significance
and has played an important role in human civilization.
Historically lead has been used for many purposes. In
Ancient times it was used to make amulets, coins, in
construction, and even as a contraceptive. In the
Roman Empire lead was used to make aqueducts,
causing lead poisoning and possibly the fall of the
empire. In the Middle Ages and the Renaissance lead
was used extensively in cosmetics specifically in face
whiteners, curing of diseases, wine making, stained glass windows and to make bullets. Today it
remains the main material for making batteries and bullets.
I'm interested in the tension that arises from using a material that can protect you and
simultaneously kill you.

Laura Petrovich-Cheney

Maybe Baby, salvaged wood from Hurricane Sandy and the Gatlinburg, TN fires Sandy and the 2018 Nor'easters, 36" x 36"

Material has memory. The objects that surround us offer comfort and identity and become carriers of
our stories. I have collected wood from communities around the country that have suffered
environmental disasters – such as wild fires, tornadoes, and hurricanes. The story of the wooden quilt
series began after the devastation that Hurricane Sandy brought my coastal community in fall 2012. In
its aftermath, the once organized communities and lives of the residents were recognizable only as
piles of rubble distributed haphazardly during the chaos of the storm. Clapboard siding, floorboards,
cabinets, and window frames, were often all that remained of homes torn apart by the storm's
ferocity. The intimate textures of this wood, with its chipped layers of paint, nail holes and grain, tell a
story and suggest another prior life in the faded colors and worn surfaces. The material is left as I find
– I never alter the color or texture. Inspiration came from the American ideal of a pioneer woman's
can-do resilient spirit and instinct for survival. I learned that these women crafted quilts for warmth
and comfort with scraps of cloth. These wooden quilts also recall a past heritage of craftsmanship and
labor. As both formal, abstract art objects and expressions of feminism, traditional American
patchwork quilt are designs I find familiar and comforting. I piece together this salvaged wood into
something meaningful and orderly, seeking solace from Hurricane Sandy. I am drawn to quilts because
they are symbols of hope and infused with meaning – political, communal, familial, and personal.

Luanne Rimel

Layers of Protection, silk broadcloth, embroidery threads, archival ink, 40" x 28" 0.25"

The intersection of domestic ritual and contemporary technology intrigues me. I work with cloth, the
camera, and the printer to create works that have a sense of mystery. This textile piece has multiple
layers of meaning that are all about protection.
First is the photo of a 19th century marble statue depicting a woman holding and protecting a small
child, with an expression of fear carved on her face. Next, what appears to be a veil is actually a sheet
of plastic covering on the statue, protecting it from dust as the museum was working on renovations.
Then there is the apron shape itself, symbolizing protection for the wearer from the elements of
creativity or labor.
I discovered the marble statue on the upper floors of a local museum that was undergoing
construction and photographed it. The photograph was printed onto silk with a wide format inkjet
printer, then parts of the image were pieced into an apron shape. Detailed sections were reprinted,
collaged, and stitched onto the cloth, referencing earlier domestic practices of mending and repair,
reuse and repurposing. The slow, repetitive hand embroidery creates shadows and textures, and
alludes to the marking of time.

Gwen Samuels

Molded to Protect, transparency, wire and thread, 26" x 17" x 5"

When I looked up "Apron" in Wikipedia I realized the long history of this piece of clothing. Aprons
adapted to the times and values of the current cultures by being practical, fashionable and sentimental.
The inspiration for my apron came from the Samurai Warrior.
In modern futuristic times, I imagine, both men and women will wear custom body armor tailored for
fashion and to protect. Harsh elements may be part of our environmental condition.
My piece: Molded to Protect, is for a female. The skirt has many pockets for gathering. The colors
reference earth and water, blending in rather than standing out.

Marian (mau) Schoettle

Untitled, tyvek, 30" x 28"

Karyl Sisson
I grew up in the 50s.
Unlike most women of
that period, my mother
had a career in fashion
as a buyer for Bonwit
Teller in New York City.
The kitchen apron
wasn't part of my
Mom's vocabulary or
style. Aprons were
available to my
grandmother who did
the cooking, but her
image never
approached the June
Cleaver version of
cinched waist,
petticoats and high
heels.
When Gail's invitation
arrived, the Wonder
Women film had
recently opened and I
clipped a newspaper
image of Gal Gadot as
the DC Comics
Woman Warrior with
shield in hand. The idea
of apron as shield
began gestating as did a
title – To Protect and
Serve.
I often use word play in
my titles. Constructing
the shield of 50s paper
drinking straws seemed
an appropriate nod to
that iconic era and a
play on the layers of
meaning attached to
female nurturing and
servicing.

SHEILD - To Protect and Serve, vintage paper, drinking straws, polymer, 28" x 28" x 2.5"

Damia Smith

Decorative
found fabric, fiver frill, steel
51" x 17" x 14"

This apron, based on a pair of chandelier earrings from the Victorian era, becomes decorative rather
than functional and displays the dual expectations of women to be both sexualized object and
drudging housewife. Using the combinations of lacy, feminine forms and contemporary societal norms,
I am exploring the expectations and traditional imagery associated with woman in relation to my own
surroundings and current events. This work explores ornamentation, feminism and gender role
expectations.
Traditionally, jewelry has many associations and functions such as adornment, status, and protection. It
involves very finely created details through intricate processes such as filigree and stone setting.
Preserving these details in a larger sculpture makes the viewer question what they are viewing and
makes it into a contemplative object. Worn on the body in an unexpected way, this piece also
provides commentary on the ideas of craft and function as part of a work of art. Changing the
materials and processes to create a similar, but reworked object creates a new dialogue about the
object and person wearing it.

Jo Stealey

Infestation
leaves, thread, interfacing silk organza
25" x 36"

Gathered leaves, processed to become individual pieces of paper have played an integral role in this
series. This material has been used for its perceived transience and simultaneously its strength as a
metaphor for the natural cycles of life and evidence of its history. Leaves are perceived to be ethereal
and ephemeral yet possess the ability to endure and exist through multiple seasons and multiple
generations encompassing a wealth of history - a history that can be well known as well as forgotten.
Additionally, the series suggests the relationship of Mother Nature to the domestic – the role of
woman as mother and caretaker.
The work takes on many appearances such as aprons, cloaks and other forms that reference the body
and domestic life. Recently, insects, flies or bees are incorporated into the work to suggest a fly in the
ointment, an irritant – the wabi-sabi of life.

Melissa Stern

Susie
clay, fabric, plastic, paint
21" x 19" x 5"

We are all strange girls.
We all harbor some memory of feeling like an outsider, a stranger.
These feelings were most acute growing up: never quite getting with the program, never feeling quite
in step with the cool kids.
"What if people don't like me?"
Many of the dramas in these pieces are based on feelings that girls grow up with.
But being a strange girl can transcend gender.
Anyone who views this work will find a memory or story from their own lives that resonates.
"Girlhood," in the context of this show, is a state of being and a state of mind.
It is one marked by being the other simply by virtue of being, femininity conflated with all that is
weird and wrong across cultures.
I invite you to be the strange girl that you are.
My sometimes goofy figures live in a dream world,
cower in relationships
or stand tall in the face of adversity.
Some people think they're funny which is always interesting and never wrong.
My stories are full of the flotsam of memory, the jetsam of popular culture.
My objects try to reconcile the odd ways in which people navigate their adjacent worlds.
One-on-one relationships, family groupings, schoolyard politics- the intimacy, the loneliness, the
humor, the oddity of various combinations of humans, large and small.
To be strange is to be unique, to be in natural opposition to the norm.
Be a strange girl because you already are.

Missy Stevens
Like ferns, almost all of the
materials in Spring Apron have
had long dormancies before
emerging in this union. The fern
embroideries were at least 20
years old, the fragments of lace
were from well-worn garments
of the late 1800s. The tatting
was made over 100 years ago by
my Great Aunt Alice; it has lain
in my materials bin for at least
30 years. It helps that I am an
unapologetic keeper of scraps,
never knowing when they could
fit perfectly in some as yet
unknown piece!

Spring Apron
fabric, thread, antique lace, glass beads, tatting
20" x 12"

Spring is a favorite subject for
my work, followed closely by
summer. I feel so much joy when
spring arrives, I truly want to
slow things down, so that I can
absorb and savor every bit of
this delicious season. Making
something about the season
helps me slow it down. Spring
Apron is a ceremonial garment
to be used when calling forth
Spring, the spirit of Spring, or a
Spring-like state of mind. Simply
rest your eyes on it, and let your
body and memory call in Spring.
It also speaks to me of the
experience of transition, the
grace of the ephemeral, the
continuity of our connections,
the momentary states of being
we all pass through as nature
works on us. And, of course, the
beauty of ferns.

Claudia Tarantino
Using the unique properties of porcelain, I
make trompe l'oeil sculptures that are
exquisitely refined and detailed.
Constructing arrangements that "fool the
eye" of the viewer, I try to evoke a
recognition of what is common in our
experience.
I explore memories, the stepping-stones to
who we are, and the association of then and
now. Boxes of "stuff" collected and saved,
containers and tins of treasures too special
to discard, photo albums and journals all link
us to the past. We save them, forget them
and rediscover them. What we choose to
save and how we edit, condense and contain
our memories, and those passed on to us,
also link us to the future, where we too will
become just memories.
My pieces capture moments in time, past
and present.
This piece, Just Like Mom, is homage to my
mother. In the center is a picture of me in
our 1950s kitchen at age 4, wearing a too
big apron, being a big girl. Mom of course
was my role model and I wanted to do
everything she did. She was a devoted
housewife and mother, but she was also an
artist, although she would never describe
herself as such. She referred instead to her
exploration of different media as her
"hobbies." This non-artist taught me to draw,
introduced me to porcelain and china paint,
inspired me to study painting in high school
and major in art in college. She blessed me
with her love and encouragement. I am filled
with gratitude.
Just Like Mom
porcelain, underglaze, glaze, china paint, luster
6" x 13.5" x 13.5"

Billie Jean Theide
The expansion of the
middle class in the 1950s
and 1960s perpetuated
consumerism and the
idea of a perception of
better living. The desire
for more and better was
the trend. These were
my formative years and
these ideals are ingrained
in me. I have periodically
looked into my mother's
kitchen cupboard and
drawers, physically and
metaphorically, for humble
objects to comment on.

Better Homes and
Gardens New Cook
Book, also known as
Red Plaid, was originally
published in 1930. Over
Blue Italian, birch, paper plates, various dimensions (life-size)
the years, the cookbook's
publisher adapted its recipes
to the time. The prosperous 1950s ushered in a new appreciation for outdoor grilling and entertaining
while the 1960s sported an increased interest in foreign food and gourmet cooking. My mother's Red
Plaid cookbook now resides in my cupboard.
I have made work in traditional porcelain tableware factories in Czech Republic and Poland and have
always been in awe of blue-and-white ware. Blue glazes were thought to have been developed to
imitate the highly prized stone, lapis lazuli. Blue-and-white decoration became widely used after cobalt
pigment was imported from Persia.
Spode, an English pottery, was founded in 1770 by Josiah Spode. He is credited with refining transfer
printing and developing the recipe for fine bone china. The most recognizable blue and white Spode
pattern is Blue Italia. While the origin of the decoration is unclear, Spode designs are elegant and
extravagant.
I am preoccupied with displacing visual artifacts and images to influence perceptions and alter
realities. Likenesses, representations, and copies are extracted and relocated into or onto paired
surfaces for contemplation and reflection. I see beauty in the seemingly mundane. My creative practice
is driven by a passion for history and collecting, an interest in hybridization, the absurd, and the human
propensity for excess and ornamentation.

Shalene Valenzuela

Dressform: Building & Burning, cone 6 porcelain, wooden stand, 55" x 13" x 6"

In using clay to reinvent everyday objects, I play with the notion that things are not what they initially
seem to be. The object being referenced remains recognizable while the illustrations are imperative in
creating the narratives that weave various dialogues and statements within and about the physical
object. The narrative on the apron is a seemingly cheerful and harmonious sewing circle, filled with an
array of vibrant colors, notions and smiles. The apron covers the primarily grey narrative on the bare
sections of dressform, filled with questioning and challenging figures, actions and glances. These
contrasting narratives bring up several questions. What is hidden behind the apron? Is the apron
presenting a perfection we strive for, or just painting an idealistic picture that conceals truth, desires,
and/or reality? Are the monochromatic figures displaying acts of senseless destruction or defying
societal expectations?

Mallory Weston (in collatoration with Bianca Depietro)

Wedding Dress, duchess satin, cotton, nickel, 36" x 16" x 8"

Blake Jamison Williams

Secret Recipes, porcelain, digital decals, wire, chair, 34.5" x 20" x 17"

My mother is an intuitive artist in the kitchen. She creates delicious concoctions and is constantly
experimenting with food. Whenever I visit her, she has a new tidbit to share. She might veer from an
established recipe or she will work from scratch.
Family recipes have been passed down through generations. Other recipes were collected through
friends. Some of mother's recipes are only shared with close family members and we have been
sworn to secrecy. Because she barely measures, much of the recreation process is determined
through taste.

Secret Recipes is comprised of hundreds of hand formed porcelain thumb bones linked together with
wire, woven into an apron form. Nine of my mother's handwritten secret recipes were scanned and
printed as digital ceramic decals. The information from these recipes were hand cut and fused to the
back of each of the porcelain bones. The entire back of the apron is filled with ingredients, suggested
measurements, and cooking strategies. Because these recipes are secret, only a small portion of these
tangled phrases is viewable.
The handmade and the homemade are both created with love, preparation, patience, and time. Just as
an artist creates with selected materials, recipes call for specific elements. I am drawn to the fragility
and permanence of porcelain in the same way that I am captivated by the enduring comfort of my
mother;s secret recipes. Recreating glimpses of familiar and reassuring traces of taste, smell, and
texture become anchors to our histories and identities.

Kimberly Winkle

Caryatid, polychrome popular, 70" x 14" x 14"

Caryatid originated in Ancient times; they adorn the facade and
perimeter of many great temples and structures throughout time.
These woman figures were sculpted in stone (marble) and they
stand solidly, yet elegantly, supporting and protecting the structure
above and within. They are simultaneously strong, firm, structural,
gentle and timeless. My piece, Caryatid, borrows from this Ancient
tradition while also asserting outdated notions of gender roles and
domesticity. In Caryatid, I have chosen to create a columnal form,
comprised of a tall, slender table form on which a sculpted stylized
apron form rests. The table's apron is exaggerated to reference
the bottom edge of a frilly apron and the table top is treated
similarly with a palimpsest of a tattered and aged lacy eyelet edge.
The table form evokes architecture, the great Ancient temples that
Caryatid traditionally adorned but also the domestic "temple" of
the home. The wide splayed table legs are both slender yet strong,
and when combined with the apron form atop, they appear
anthropomorphized. The figure is calm, stoic and ever-present. The
color of Caryatid suggests stone wherein, like a relic, the outdated
notions and expectations of women of a bygone era are frozen,
thus unable to further propagate. Yet, what remains omnipresent
and alive within Caryatid is love, protection, and care, symbolized
by the gilded iconic house form that resides within the apron form.
In the end, Caryatid, acknowledges and remarks on both the past
and present while eagerly awaiting the future and its limitless
possibilities.

Leah Woods

Transfiguration, maple, oak, steel, life-size

Transfiguration explores the idea that the apron is not just a singular piece of clothing but rather
representative of a full identity. This identity extends beyond simply using an apron for the purpose of
cooking or working or creating and considers that those acts are part of the whole of someone who
is a caretaker. This caretaker expresses their affection and concern through thoughts, emotions, and
actions. The whole person, body and mind, are employed in this activity.

Janis Mars Wunderlich

Apron Strings, handbuilt ceramic, multi-fired with underglaze, oxides, glass, cone 1-05, 30" x 12" x 10"

This piece visualizes the multi-faceted nature of raising children. Tiny children want to be in their
mother's arms, or attached in some way. It was often my fantasy as a young artist-mother to have an
apron with giant pockets so that I could carry my kids around while I worked on my sculptures.
Certainly there are visual and emotional parallels between apron strings and umbilical cords.
As my children grow up, they desire to wander further and further from the safety of my apron,
letting go of those strings that once kept us close. This independence gives me freedom, yet creates a
sense of loss. For many years, I was entirely wrapped up in domestic matters, and now I must
rediscover my identity as my children launch into their own adventures.
I hope we consider with awe and appreciation the physical, emotional, and spiritual complexities of
domestic matters.

Renee Zettle-Sterling

Object of Mourning: Purge, velvet, silver, copper, trim, clothing from deceased loved ones, photo, 55" x 39" x 21"

Through this work, Object of Mourning: Purge, I seek to understand how everyday objects assist us in
transitioning through the painful process of grief and mourning. In the spirit of the Victorian Era, as
well as my past work on the topic of mourning, I created a cumbersome, black velvet apron.
Attached to the inside of my apron is every piece of clothing and scrap of fabric left from my
deceased loved ones that I never had the opportunity to incorporate into a piece of art. For over a
decade now, I have been investigating mourning and grief on both a personal and universal level all
while using their clothing in my work. During the process of mourning objects, such as clothing can
link us to loved ones who have passed. My identity is inextricably linked to this work and it is time for
me to move away from this investigation and gently and lovingly purge myself of their clothing, making
this the last piece in my Objects of Mourning series. The last of their clothing is now protected
between the apron and the wearer.
At approximately ten pounds, this apron also explores the physical and emotional weight of grief and
mourning. It's time for me to unburden the weight I have carried for years and through this piece, I'm
able to do so. Through this letting go, I am freeing myself from the pain of loss and my endless
worrying. Accompanying this piece are photographs, which features me wearing the apron while I
finally take a pilgrimage to see where my brother, Tommy, was killed in a hunting accident. I was six
months pregnant when we lost my dear brother, and while everyone else in my immediate family
visited this profound and life-changing site, I was physically unable to make the trip at the time and I've
never had the opportunity in the subsequent years. Walking up the hill, the obvious weight of the
apron is reflective of the emotional weight of losing Tommy and the physical weight of being pregnant
(conversely, a time filled with hope for the future.)
The site is heartbreaking and cathartic for me and an experience that I will never forget. The form of
the apron, the clothing from my deceased loved ones, and this emotionally loaded site converged to
create a powerful experience and one that has summarized everything I've been exploring with this
body of work over the last twelve years.

Gail M. Brown, Curator

Gail M. Brown is an Independent Curator whose interest is to enhance visibility and education about
contemporary craft within the larger visual arts community. She trained as a printmaker at the Philadelphia
College of Art where she identified her own connection to process and media while exploring etching and
lithography. She has been watching the contemporary craft movement since the early nineteen eighties. She is a
passionate observer of the unique potential of art in craft media: for the communication of issue-oriented and
aesthetic ideas coupled with extensive examination of chosen material process, within the long decorative arts
continuum. She curates focused exhibitions which share exceptional work from a national/international body of
mature and mid-career artists and introduce potent ideas and forms by younger makers.
Among the 80+ exhibitions she has curated are most recently The Body Adorned, the first SNAG online
exhibition, 2012; A Feast of Beads: Exceptional Ceramic Jewelry, Facere Jewelry Art, Seattle, WA, 2012; The Art of
Seduction- Exquisitely Crafted Temptations, Howard Community College, Columbia, MD, 2012;Your Personal
Hang-Ups, The Center For Art In Wood, Philadelphia, PA, 2013; An Exuberance of Color In Studio Jewelry, Tansey
Contemporary, Santa Fe, NM, 2016; The Evocative Garden, the first NCECA Annual, Portland, OR, 2017 and
Current Reflections On The Natural and ManMade, Landmark Arts Gallery, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX,
2017 which shares exceptional objects in craft media by masterful artists as observation and commentary on our
fragile and yet indomitable environment.
In 2019, Gail is curating three diverse exhibitions- MASTERY IN JEWELRY & METALS: Irresistible Offerings!
Celebrating SNAG’s 50th Anniversary, Chicago, IL; DOMESTIC MATTERS: The Uncommon Apron, Peters Valley
School of Crafts; Layton, NJ; and (after a lifetime in Philadelphia, we relocated to Santa Fe five years ago) an
invitation to WESTWARD HO! A Look At Contemporary Craft in the SW, Wayne Art Center, Wayne, PA. These
exhibitions address the diverse directions she looks for in artists' unique work, aesthetics and issues. Culled from
50 years of studio jewelry and metalsmithing: 50 American makers; a domestic icon addressed in diverse media as
a symbol of issues and directions women explore; and an introduction to recognized makers from six southwest
states whose well crafted work is imbued with references to individuality, geography and climate, history and
culture.

Peters Valley School of Craft

The thriving community of creative minds at Peters Valley School of Craft has played a proud and vital role in the
field of fine craft for almost 50 years. Its educational programs and workshops have provided an environment for
professional artists to pass on their skills and knowledge to the next generation of makers. Peters Valley promotes
the values of traditional craftsmanship and creative expression through adult summer workshops, youth programs,
artist fellowships, assistantships, and exhibitions. These programs often act as stepping stones for emerging artists
as they enter the world of contemporary craft. Peters Valley creates a venue for makers of different disciplines to
develop professional relationships and lasting friendships. The facilities are nestled in the fields, forests, and streams
of the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area. They were once part of the charming and leafy farm village
of Bevans. The historic buildings now serve as gathering places for craftsman, artists, environmentalists, and makers
of all kinds, to thrive in a community of like-minded individuals. Maintaining studios in disciplines including Fine
Metals, Blacksmithing, Ceramics, Fibers, Photography, Woodworking, and Special Topics. Peters Valley is committed
to expanding the perspective of craft and highlighting the importance of making by hand.

Sally D. Francisco Gallery

The Sally D. Francisco Gallery is part of Peters Valley School of Craft and provides visitors with the opportunity
to view the work of makers of all kinds. The goal of the Sally D. Francisco Gallery is to create an appreciation of
fine craft through a robust exhibition program. It provides a venue for artists to display and sell their work. The
craftsman's creativity and knowledge stimulates curiosity enriching the lives of visitors.
Made possible in part by funds from the
New Jersey State Council on the Arts,
a Partner Agency of the National Endowment
for the Arts.

